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Laser beam shaping is the process of redistributing
irradiance and phase of a beam of optical radiation. T
process of controlling optical beams is an enabling te
nology, which is used in a number of sectors of scienti
engineering, and industrial R&D. The shape of a la
beam generally refers to its irradiance profile, while t
phase of a beam generally affects its propagation cha
teristics. Earlier work of Frieden1 and Kreuzer2 during the
1960s articulated well the goals of some contempor
laser beam shaping applications. Namely, geometrical
tics was used to determine the configuration of a tw
element optical system that would transform an inp
plane wave with a Gaussian irradiance profile into an o
put plane wave with uniform irradiance. For some co
temporary applications, physical optics must be used
the optical design of the laser beam shapers. A gen
presentation of the theory and techniques of laser be
shaping is given in a book edited by Dickey an
Holswade.3 Laser beam shaping has become an impor
component of many laser-based applications, such as
terials processing, medical applications, lithography, o
cal data storage, laser printing, isotope separation, op
data processing, and laboratory research.

The first conference on laser beam shaping was hel
2000 at the Annual Meeting of the SPIE. This Laser Be
Shaping conference4 included a discussion of the funda
mental limits of any beam shaping technique and
foundation for successful beam shaping design, includ
geometric techniques and optimization-based techniq
Applications included high-power laser fiber injectio
UV and deep-UV homogenizers, micromachining in t
electronics industry, and beam shaping techniques for
ser printing.

The Laser Beam Shaping II conference5 continued to
bring together both workers in the field and potential u
ers of the technology. Theory and design was again
dressed, but the papers were primarily in the area of
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sign techniques and configurations. The applicatio
included the important areas of optical data storage
laser material processing and machining. The optical d
storage session and the two material processing and
chining sessions are exemplary of the potential appli
tions of laser beam shaping to technology and indust
processes.

The Laser Beam Shaping III conference6 continued the
effort to integrate the various facets of beam shap
theory, design, and application. The first session emp
sized applications with keynote papers on the import
and established area of lithography and photoablation
tems for microelectronics and optoelectronics, and the
tential of laser beam shaping for the complex problem
stable isotope separation. Papers on methods and de
included adaptive systems, sensitivity to figure err
ultra-short-pulse systems, intercavity methods, and th
dimensional beam shaping.

The interest in laser beam shaping continues to gr
old techniques are finding new applications and new te
niques are being developed. This year, the Laser Be
Shaping IV conference7 continued the effort to documen
ongoing work on the various facets of beam shap
theory, design, and application. The conference includ
papers on achromatic beam shaping, new beam inte
tion techniques, picosecond techniques for the Stanf
Linear Accelerator, laser diode array techniques, appl
tion of vector diffraction theory, and many other interes
ing papers. Summaries of five papers from this confere
are included asOptical Engineering Lettersappearing in
this section.

The Laser Beam Shaping conference continues to
tract interesting speakers and an interested audience.
ideas and techniques continue to be developed in the l
beam shaping field. The Laser Beam Shaping V con
ence is scheduled to be part of the SPIE 2004 Ann
Meeting and will continue the effort to bring together e
3077Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 11, November 2003
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gineers, scientists, and system designers interested in
application and development of the laser beam shap
technology.

First in this special section, there are fiveOptical En-
gineering Lettersbased on innovative and significant r
sults presented at this year’s Laser Beam Shaping IV c
ference. The first two letters are from the theory a
design section. Zhao and Li describe the use of a ve
angular spectrum approach to self-iterative algorithms
fraction theory of beam shaping systems, which sho
provide rigorous results for subwavelength feature siz
Zhang describes a lossless method and apparatus to t
form a collimated straight-line beam into a collimate
spherical arc beam using coaxial axicons. This meth
can be used to transform a collimated rectangular be
into a collimated meniscus-shaped beam. The next
letters are from the integrators section. Sales descr
structured microlens arrays for beam shaping, diffusi
and homogenization and for providing the ability to pe
form complex beam shaping with low-loss irradiance co
trol. Possible applications of these structured microle
arrays include excimer laser beam shaping, disp
screens, light-control films, and illumination. Brown d
scribes an innovative method of optically combining t
light from laser diodes bars using a multiaperture be
integrator approach. Possible applications include e
cient optical pumps for solid-state lasers used in mach
ing and product marking. The final letter is from the a
plications section. Wilson, Massoumian, and Jusˇkaitis
describe generation and focusing of radially polariz
electric fields that have been coupled into a hig
numerical-aperture microscope objective so as to prod
an axially polarized focal spot. Applications of the cap
bility to create spatially varying polarization range fro
studies of singularities in optical fields to single molecu
studies.

The next part of the section includes five full-leng
papers based on recent developments in the field: a re
tive laser beam shaper with a broad bandwidth from d
UV to IR ~Hoffnagle and Jefferson!; description of a
refractive-diffractive hybrid beam shaper that allows f
reduction in the phase depth of the diffractive elem
~Tan, Yan, and Jin!; analysis and optimization on a sing
zone binary flattop beam shaper~Yang and Wang!; dem-
onstration of using holographic gratings as diffracti
shapers for transformation of Gaussian beams to su
Gaussian beams~Miler, Aubrecht, and Pala!; and using
geometrical optics-based methods to design a two-mi
shaper with no central obscuration for transforming
elliptical Gaussian input beam into an output beam wit
Fermi-Dirac output beam profile~Shealy and Chao!.

Hoffnagle and Jefferson have used the design met
of Kreuzer2 with convex aspherics to ease fabrication a
introduced a continuous roll-off of the output beam profi
for more control of the far-field diffraction pattern. A
fused silica lens pair has been demonstrated to ope
from 250 to 1550 nm to transform a Gaussian beam in
flattop beam. The authors present measurements of
the irradiance profile and phase of the output beam
compare results to their design. Seventy-eight percen
the total input power is transformed into a uniform outp
beam to better than 5% rms. The output wavefront is p
078 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 11, November 2003
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nar to within a quarter wave at 514 nm, which allows t
beam to propagate approximately 0.5 m without sign
cant change in profile. The graphics on the cover of t
issue of Optical Engineering, contributed by authors
Hoffnagle and Jefferson, represent the transformation
an input Gaussian beam profile to an output Fermi-Di
form in the refractive Keplerian beam shaper system
scribed in this article.

Tan, Yan, and Jin show that using a lens with a diffra
tive optical element as part of a beam shaping sys
offers promise for beam shaping as a result of high lig
efficiency, increased flexibility in phase design, and bro
selectivity of materials to use in fabrication as a result
reduced phase requirements of the diffractive optical e
ment. After optimization, their results show the pha
depth of the diffractive surface is less than 1.1p with
phase steps of 0.1p.

Yang and Wang present analysis and optimization
single zone binary phase plates to achieve excellent
top beam shaping. The authors show that degradatio
flattop beam shaping quality due to etching depth erro
deviation of illuminating wavelength, and variation of in
put beam size can be compensated for by adjusting a
location of the output plane. Experimental results a
given in support of the theoretical analysis.

Miler, Aubrecht, and Pala describe recording and d
velopment of Gaussian gratings for beam shaping of in
Gaussian to super-Gaussian of the fourth order. The h
graphic beam shapers were fabricated by interferenc
natural size laser beams.

Shealy and Chao review the general geometric
optics-based methods for design of beam shapers w
diffraction effects are not important, and apply the
methods to the design of a two-mirror system with
central obscuration for shaping an elliptical Gaussian
put beam into a Fermi-Dirac output beam profile. Optic
analysis of the two-mirror systems suggests that curr
technologies can fabricate these aspheric mirror surfa

We hope that this collection of papers and letters w
introduce readers to the state of the art of laser be
shaping and that this special section will serve as a stim
lus for the exchange of ideas among research and ap
cation workers in the field.

Finally, we would like to thank all the participants i
the recent Laser Beam Shaping conferences at the An
Meeting of the SPIE, the authors of the letters and fu
length papers in this special section, and the reviewer
these manuscripts for their valuable efforts and contri
tions to ensure the high quality of the publication. We a
want to thank the editor Dr. O’Shea, managing editor M
Labes, and the SPIE editorial staff for providing the o
portunity and technical support for presenting this spec
section to the readers.
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